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/- What has been your favourite creation?

Eric Kuster is one of the most glamorous
interior designers the world knows. His
designs are sexy, luxurious and dynamic,
ranging from boutique hotels and villas,
to nightclubs. He talks exclusively to FOC
regarding his projects, his inspirations
and the future trends for 2011.

(. That’s one of the hardest questions I am ever

asked. The Jimmy Woo nightclub and lounge
in Amsterdam was one of my favourite to
design, as I was able to express my creativity
and also it was a bit of a challenge. The ceiling
alone is decorated with 12,000 bulbs, which
illuminates the club and completely brings the
room to life.
Also there is a house in Thailand, which I feature in my new book Metropolitan Luxury
Volume II, which is another of my favourites.

/- How did you initially get into design?
(. My career began in fashion designing; this

was my original passion. However, a friend of
mine started a company in exterior textiles, so
I began working there, which developed my
skills as a designer and my creativity.

/- Who is your favourite designer or

who inspires you?

/- How long have you been in this industry?

(. My biggest inspiration is Tom Ford, the

fashion designer. His work is much like mine;
it isn’t experimental, just creative and classic.
We both want to create a beautiful environment for the client; he does it through
fashion and I create it through generating an
atmosphere. The furniture obviously has to be
comfortable for the client, but I like to add a
sexy touch to it, the same way that Tom does
with his clothes.

(. I have worked in this industry for 23 years

now. I have never been professionally trained
as an interior designer. My skills developed
from working my way up the ranks, starting
at a textile printing company. I actually saw
myself working in the fashion industry from a
very young age, but I am very hands-on in my
creations today, and that all stemmed from
working my way up from the bottom.
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/- What’s your favorite part about

/- How have your designs developed? Have you

conceptualising a design?

always envisioned your designs the way they
are now or has your style developed through
your experiences and travels?

(. The beginning and end of a design would have

to be my favourites. The initial meeting with
the clients is the most exciting, as there is no
telling what they are going to ask for. This
part of creating the concept is great because
the majority of my clients are self-made and
appreciate being involved throughout. My
clients are also such positive people because
they have had to work hard for their money,
and they enjoy the finished project as much
as I do. The energy people give off when you
reveal their finished creation is one of the
greatest things about my job.

(. I believe travelling is a very important part of

developing my ideas. You see different types of
creativity all over the world, and this enriches
my personal culture. People’s perceptions and
design ideas worldwide are so diverse that
it’s a great way to gain a new perspective and
develop my tastes.

/- You mentioned your new book earlier -

Metropolitan Luxury Volume II - how does
this differ to Volume I?

/- What are your biggest accomplishments

(. You can see the development of my style

as a designer?

throughout the two books. Volume I was
written five years ago, and since then I
have been blessed with bigger projects and
my style has developed. The collection has
become more interesting, and the budgets
have grown; you can actually see the progress
in my designs over the years. Volume II is
more of an international book, as I have been
designing all over the world in the last four
years, whereas volume I was more local.

(. Receiving compliments from the client is the

most humbling part of being a designer. I also
count this as being my main accomplishment.
Most of my clients have started from the
bottom and have moved their way up through
hard work and dedication, so they appreciate
all of my designs.
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/- Do you ever find the time to relax yourself?

I have also developed a signature design,
which you can see stamped on all of my
projects; even though I obviously have to
adapt my designs to the location and client, I
always like to highlight the fact that it is my
design and creation.

(. My motto is “work hard…play hard”. I work

for over 16 hours a day, and then when I’m
not working, I am planning and brainstorming other ideas and designs. It’s like one life
for me; I find it hard to distinguish between
working and relaxing because they both
amalgamate into one. This doesn’t bother me
though, as luckily I work with such a fantastic
team, they’re like family to me. I chose each
and every one of them based on their integrity
and drive, because you can teach anyone the
raw skills, but not personality.

/- What are your current new projects?
(. I am currently working on a private villa in

Ibiza, which is a fantastic island; the energy
there is like no other and really inspires me.
Also, I am working on large villas in Dubai
and Russia, so I am travelling between the
locations.

/- With all the travelling you do, what is your
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favourite place to be?

three years after designing for them I can still
call them friends is a great achievement. This
way, I always feel at home, and as long as I’ve
got my laptop with me, then I’m home.

(. Places with high energy levels are my favour-

ite places to work. Places such as Ibiza, New
York and London, where you can literally see
the culture and personality of the place; this is
what excites me.

/- What do you foresee for trends in interiors for

2011?

/- What city do you find most inspirational?

(. I think quality will return to the design

world in 2011. Everyone is changing his or
her lifestyles to become greener and more
environmentally friendly, and I believe that the
interior world will follow suit. Clients would
rather spend more on furniture and have it
last for 10-20 years, than purchase cheap and
have to keep replacing.

(. I would have to say Istanbul or Dubai; I just

love the desert and the relaxing, but positive,
affect it has on me. Also, anywhere where
my friends and family are; I am fortunate to
have clients all over the world and have such
a close affinity with them. The fact that even
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